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Problem Awareness and Main Issues

Innovation cases on local governance in agriculture and rural communities
• Until now, agriculture and rural communities have been mobilized in the process of national economic 
development. Structural imbalance and gaps are deepening between urban areas and rural areas, between 
industry and agriculture, and between urban dwellers and rural dwellers.

• Agriculture and rural areas explained as ‘Ancient Futures’ is one of the socially disadvantaged areas that the 
modern society is facing. This is intended to introduce innovation cases at a local government level, which 
aims at building local policy governance efficiently and resolving relevant problems.

• Jeollabuk-do has been isolated from development due to disproportionate national development, but it 
becomes equipped with ‘innovative capability’ within its local communities by achieving meaningful policy 
performance through policy governance on agriculture and rural communities.

In times of crisis, local communities need to find ways to live 
• Local governance is a social governance system where various stakeholders actively participate in policy process, 
which is emphasized as an implementation strategy to promote sustainability and to build an inclusive society by 
resolving realistic problems.

• External shocks(social crisis, climate crisis, food crisis, local crisis, etc.) that ‘local community’ is facing lead to 
‘social exclusion’ of ‘those who are in vulnerable situations.’ Thus, sustainability depends on how to prepare for 
‘resilience’ and ‘social inclusion.’

• Local partnership and policy governance are driving forces for ‘social innovation’ to resolve realistic problems 
and are key responsive strategies for helping local communities to tackle in times of crisis.
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UN SDGs 17, Partnerships for the Goals
• (Goal 17) 17 targets. Mobilizing financial resources, enhancing cooperation on and access to technology 

among advanced and developing countries, and underscoring the importance of various partnership 
including civil societies and of monitoring through data

“Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development”

[The List of National and Regional Partnerships]

• (17.15) Respect each country’s policy space and leadership to establish and implement policies for poverty 

eradication and sustainable development 

• (17.17) 17.17 Encourage and promote effective public, public-private and civil society partnerships, building 

on the experience and resourcing strategies of partnerships

• (17.18) Enhance capacity-building support to developing countries (…) to increase significantly the 

availability of high-quality, timely and reliable data disaggregated (…)

1. Local Partnership of UN SGDs
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Types of policy governance and its review
• (Types of governance) The types of governance vary from governance based on solid institutionalized 

platforms like committee established under relevant laws and regulations to informal meetings among the 
public and the private sectors.

• (Functions of governance) A variety of activities can be engaged, from activities directly related to policy 
decision-making including consultation, proposals, deliberation and resolution, to activities related to 
implementation like formulating plans, research, education, and implementation and evaluation of policy.

• (Aspects of governance) Relations between the public sector (local government) and the private sector 
(residents) and the public-private cooperation are the prerequisite for governance. As the cooperation is 
presented as an ideal type, in reality, there will be a ‘difference in degree’ in each case.

2. Concept of Policy Governance

Concept of policy governance and its prerequisites
• (Basic concept) A social governance system where, in deciding policies, various stakeholders can decide and 

implement policies through consultation and agreement as autonomous participators, breaking through 
control and management led by the government.

• (Considerations) ‘Governance’ is a ‘system’ that provides a framework for implementing policies, rather than 
the specific combination of organization, legislation and institutions. In other words, it is a ‘network’ itself, 
which is based on the policy processes, or a mechanism used to operate such system or network.

• (Prerequisites) The central and local governments and actors in the private sector will engage and collaborate 
with each other to build a network of common interests and to solve problems, not unilaterally led by the 
government. This is a new way of government operation.

(Kim Jeong-sup, 2020)

projects

(Pierre and Peters, 2000)

(Oh Seung-eun, 2006)

(Kim Jeong-sup. et al., 2020)
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Concept of social innovation and its current trend
• (Approach) A new way to solve ‘social challenges’ that cannot be addressed with the existing structures and 

policies. The overlapping fields of different sectors, reflecting specific situations, encompassing social values, 
drawing specific measurable results, changes in social relationships and power relationships, and enhancing 
civil capabilities.

• (Current trend) Local community’s capabilities are mechanism for promoting social innovation. Such capabilities 
can give motivation of, maintain and enhance a bottom-linked implementation of social innovation.

3. Social Innovation and Local Governance

Relations of social innovation with local governance
• (Influencing relations) Social innovation is affecting changes of the structure and mechanism of governance. 

The changes of the structure and mechanism of governance is facilitating social innovation.
• (Viewpoint) ①Promoting social innovation by utilizing governance as a framework for social innovation. 

②Focusing on the innovation and change of the mechanism for governance, considering the governance as 
one of the fields of social innovation.

(Caulier-Grice, 2012)

(Kim Sang-min. et. al, 2020)

* source : Gonzales, Moulaert and Martinelli(2010)

[Dynamics of 
Social Innovation 
in Local community]

Space: Field-specific (contextual limitations and opportunities, space-unit relations)

Deprivation of civil demands: 
Physically, socially, politically and externally

Dynamics of social exclusion: 
Economic activities, decision-making on 

overall issues related to livelihood
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Vision and 
goals

Organizational 
dynamism of 
civil society

Culture and 
identity

Movement for 
changeSocio-economic policies, 

food-related policies

Mobilization of resources: 
human, social/systemic, organizational, 

fiscal

Reallocating the domain of innovative activities, 
organizational dynamics, culture and identity

Satisfying civil demands, empowerment, 
social relation changes

what
how

Social innovation: Transition of exclusion into an inclusive strategy and process

(Miquel, et al., 2013)
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1. Concept and Meaning of Resilience

‘Resilience’ An ability to cope with a shock or crisis
• (Problem awareness) The policies for managing disasters and crises have been reactive and led by the central 

government.  Social capital proactively linked to a local community becomes significant.  It is important 
to regularly improve ‘resilience’ that enables re-construction and re-creation in crisis situations.

• (Main concept) ‘Resilience’ is defined as an ability for the socio-economic system to cope with an external 
disturbance and shock (shock-resistant) and to return to the pre-crisis status.

• (Main functions) Local communities will be able to respond to and adapt to uncertain and complex risks, to 
learn and grow from crisis situations and to enhance socio-economic capabilities that can create new opportunities.

• (Meaning) ① non-resilient, ② resistant, ③ resilient : 
Minimizing the impact on various classes of activities addressing crisis situations in those three directions.

non-Resilient

Resilient

Resistant

g
ro

w
th

time

Shock
& Crisis

The degree of growth 
and recovery after 

the shock

* source : Hill et al(2013)

[Location and level of resilience to shocks and crises]

* source : O'Rourke(2007)

Technical Organizational Social Economic

robustness

redundancy

resourcefulness

rapidity

구조물 신축·개조 위한
기준·절차

기술적 대체제 및
예비수단확보

재건과 복구를 위한
자원확보

시스템 정지시간및
복구시간

위급상황운영계획

재난 운영관리를위한 대안 부지

임기응변, 혁신, 확장 운영능력

충격과 초기복구사이의 시간

사회적 취약도
지역사회대비 정도

재난피해자를위한
주택 제고

인간의 기본욕구충족
능력

생명구조서비스
복구 시간

경제적 다양성의범위

필수 투입물 유지 및
대체 능력

임기응변및 혁신능력

재난 수용력 및
재정 회복시간

areas
factor

[Factors and areas of resilience]

(World Economic Forum)
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2. Concept and Meaning of Transition

‘Transition’ Responsive strategy beyond sustainability 
• (Problem awareness) A critical reflection that the current social and technological system is not sustainable. 

Transformative changes are needed to build and maintain a new system.

• (Basic direction) ‘Transition’ can be achieved only when various ways to promote social and technological 
innovation are reviewed through interaction and experiments by multiple actors with a certain direction. 
(not led by a specific actor like the government to set up the subject and formulate plans) 

• (Main characteristics) ‘Transition’ goes through a quasi-evolutionary process where the variation and selection 
of socio-technologies are linked with a direction.

•(Meaning) The transition of a socio-technological system provides an effective answer to the big challenges: 
how to change our social and technological system to provide solutions for polarization, aging society, 
public health, welfare, and issues related to energy, environment, resources and safety. 
(different from the creation of technological knowledge of industrial innovation and economic growth)

* source : VITO(2012), ‘Transition in Research, Research in Transition’. * source : Geels and Schot(2007)

[Sustainability and the need for system transformation] [Transformation of a multi-layered social and technological system]

S
u
stain

ab
ility

Today Tomorrow

Point of No Return

Business-as-usual
Optimization

2050

Vision-guided transition

Time

Sniche-
innovations

Socio-technical
landscape

Socio-technical
regime

Market

Policy

Culture
Science

Industry

Technical

t1 t2

(Grin et. al, 2010) 

(Song Wi-jin. et. al, 2015) 

(Schot & Geels, 2008) 
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3. Value and Role of Agriculture and Rural Communities

Climate crisis

Response to crises4 major crises
Value and role of 

agriculture and rural communities

Food crisis

Social crisis

Local crisis

Providing carbon storage and 
repository of biodiversity

Laying a foundation for 
stable food self-sufficiency

Providing communities that 
can buffer social crises

Providing space to resolve 
urban problems

Transition to 
carbon neutrality

Food and 
food sovereignty

Realization of care 
and inclusion

Balanced development 
and narrowing the gap

* source : Author written

In times of crises, agriculture and rural communities 
play a role as the source of social ‘resilience’ 
• The Korean society is facing social problems, so called ‘Sam-Bul (three un-)’ society: unease to the future, 

unrest to the current life, and unfaithful to the existing system.
• Various social conflicts tend to be prolonged and escalated in multiple categories including gender, generation, 
income and region. 
• ‘Value and role of agriculture and rural communities’ Rising as the infrastructure that can build social, ecological 

and economic resilience when the society and the state are facing crisis situations.

[Response to four major crises and value and role of agriculture and rural communities] [Resilience of agriculture and rural communities]

Economic 
resilience

Ecological 
resilience

Social 
resilience

Renewable energy, 
environmentally friendly 
agriculture, biodiversity, 

agricultural ecology

Agricultural administration, 
rural tourism, job creating, 
local circular economy

Rural communities, food security, local caring, 
socio-economy, migration to rural communities

* source : KREI(2018)
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Governance Cases on 
Agriculture and Rural Communities
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1. Basic outline of agricultural administration

* source : Hwang Young-mo (2014)

Policy Direction and concept of ‘Sam-Lak’ agricultural administration

• (Problem awareness) In the process of rapid economic development, structural imbalances between urban areas 
and rural areas, between industry and agriculture, and between urban dwellers and rural dwellers are deepening. 
(Three agricultural problems)  Impracticable to resolve such problems only with the increase of scale and 
competitiveness. ‘People-centered’ policy transition is needed to generate benefits to producers and consumers. 
• (Policy concept) The innovative strategy and implementation plan of Jeollabuk-do aim to rewarding farmers, 

providing solutions for underpriced agricultural products, and encouraging people to migrate to rural areas by 
interconnecting ‘person-to-person,’ ‘the present to the future’ and ‘local communities to rural communities.’ 

(three delights, 三樂)

Realistic 
diagnosis

• Production: Structure vulnerable to market 
changes, fluctuation of agricultural product prices

• Distribution: limitations to respond to market, 
intensified competition, weakened bargaining 
power

• Management: Instability of agricultural management, 
bad conditions in agricultural trade

• Consumption: Externally dependent local economy, 
structural limitations of local consumption

Competitiveness 
(the present)

Continuity 
(the future)

Development 
(local community)

Quality of life (rural 
community)

Producer 
(person)

Consumer 
(person)

Producer

Management 
 stable management

Production 
 stable production

Exchange and 
collaboration

Delights and 
vitality

Consumer

Consumption 
 Safe consumption

Local 
 revitalizing the local community

Consume locally!

Be sustainable!

Improve the 
quality of life!

Necessary to establish responsive strategies 
to solve issues related to agriculture, rural 
community and farmers

Mechanism
Enhancing innovation and 
network for transition of 
agricultural administration

Policy 
goals

A critical reflection on 
unimproved growth performance, 
benefits to producers and 
consumers
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Operating an organization for agricultural administration 
governance, which is suitable for people-centered administration

• Organizing and operating ‘Sam-Lak’ Agricultural Administration Committee (under the municipal ordinance) as a
system to implement sustainable agricultural administration. Comprised of the committee and ten subcommittees

• (Participation) Experts and interested parties from Farmers’ groups, agricultural cooperative federation, 
consumers’ groups, academia, research institutes, local council, administration 

Subcomm
ittees

The 
Committee

Forum

• Organization: Farmers’ groups, institutions and experts
• Goals: in-depth discussion on agenda of each sector, 

providing (draft) proposals
• Operation: Regular meeting (once a month), seminars

• Organization: Representatives of farmers’ groups, representative of each subcommittee, interested parties, 
and administrative officials

• Goals: Setting agenda for ‘Sam-Lak’ agricultural administration, policy proposal, evaluation of policies
• Operation: Regular meeting (once every quarter), laying foundation for legal basis (ex: municipal ordinance)

• Organization: Farmers’ groups, institutions and experts
• Goals: In-depth discussion on policies related to agriculture 

and rural communities
• Operation: Regular seminar (once a month), publication 

agenda
setting

prepare 
content

agenda
setting

[Seminars with farmers and experts][Discussion led by farmers ]

prepare 
an agenda

content sharing

source : Hwang Young-mo (2014)

2. Execution structure of Agricultural Administration
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3. Performance of Agricultural Administration
One of the priorities in 6th and 7th 
popularly-elected Jeollabuk-do administration

• Total 382 meetings and discussions from 2015 to 2021 (1st ~3rd Committee), General meeting/Committee/
subcommittees/Taskforce for current issues

• Finding policy agenda focusing on solving problems focusing on practice  Setting the agenda   Reflecting 
it into the agricultural policies in Jeollabuk-do (128 projects)

* Providing meals during busy farming season
* Providing welfare vouchers to female famers

* Implementing ‘Rice-Up’ Project for rice produced in Jeollabuk-do
* Supporting for building infrastructure to raise cows
* Expanding support systems for building joint working environment for  

agricultural products

2018

20172015 2016

20192020

* Launching the first ‘Sam-Lak’ Agricultural Administration Committee
* Enacting the municipal ordinance of the establishment and operation of  

Sam-Lak Agricultural Administration Committee

* Launching the 2nd Sam-Lak Agricultural Administration Committee 
* Amending to the municipal ordinance of the establishment and operation 

of Sam-Lak Agricultural Administration Committee

* Launching the 3rd ‘Sam-Lak’ Agricultural Administration Committee
* Enacting the municipal ordinance to support public value of agriculture 

and rural communities in Jeollabuk-do

* Announcing 2020 Agenda of Sam-Lak Agricultural Administration
* Holding exhibition of awarded products produced in rural communities

* Organizing and operating taskforce to discuss the 
current issues related to agricultural administration

* Awarding a prize for Best Practice for 
Sam-Lak Agricultural Administration

* Supporting a system to promote cooperation in agricultural 
administration among Cities and Guns in Jeollabuk-do

* Supporting human resources to depopulated villages

* Supporting for stabilizing the prices of major agricultural products
* Providing the support for improving the quality of eco-friendly 

fishery products
* Creating a base village for rural tourism

* Establishing the agricultural manpower support
* Creating cultivation areas for forage rice

* Implementing projects to strengthening 
competitiveness of village management 

* Providing the support for improving environment 
of rural communities (‘Clean Life’)

* Facilitating manufacturing industry of flour grown in Korea

* Constructing regional distribution systems for agricultural products
* Nurturing networks for distributing eco-friendly agricultural products

* Supporting stockbreeding farmhouses to prepare for heat wave
* Providing supports to help youth engaging in inland water culture to 

start business
* Supporting the production basis for quality Gim(see weed)

* Expanding the certification system for excellent management of 
agricultural products

* Supporting the joint manufacturing facilities for processing locally 
grown agricultural products for public meals

* Establishing a training center for responding to 
climate change in agriculture

* Providing subsidies to fishery households and bee farms

* Improving working environment for foreign workers
* Launching the Plus Project for building villages

* source : Hwang Young-mo (2014)
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4. Evaluation of Agricultural Administration

Experiencing innovative performances through the organizing 
and operating the governance for agricultural administration
• Classifying the main issues of Sam-Lak’ Agricultural Administration into 6 areas: value; Agriculture; 
Rural Community; Farmers; System; Expansion. Diagnosing its operation through satisfaction-importance 
evaluation 
• ‘Systems for promoting agricultural administration’ - highly scored in both performance and importance 

evaluations (promoting system/policies for farmers/policies for agriculture) For ‘policy value,’ performance 
degree was relatively low.

Increase in ‘input and effect’ needed to improve
• Positive evaluation on ‘direction-setting and goals (context)’ and ‘promoting systems (process)’
• Relatively low degree of performance of major interested parties regarding input (projects and budget) and 

output (policy effect)
• Diversification of projects and budget expansion (input), necessary to formulate ways and projects to increase 

the effect of policy

Strengthening civil capabilities and improving abilities to cope with policies

• Improving the expertise of farmers’ groups in agricultural administration planning, implementation/
evaluation/improvement
• Increasing the participation in formulating policies for agriculture through the solidity of farmers’ 
groups (multi-level organization, developmental form)
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[Analysis result of the importance-performance of major strategies for agricultural government governance]

8.10

8.20

8.30

8.40

8.50

8.60

8.70

8.80

5.65 5.75 5.85 5.95 6.05 6.15 6.25 6.35 6.45 6.55 6.65 6.75 6.85 6.95 7.05 7.15 7.25

8
.4

6

6.48
만족도

Im
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Performance

(Agriculture) Guaranteeing a certain level of price for tackling 
underpriced agricultural products, Increasing income through 
policy innovation on local food

(Farmers) Recognizing social value through policy innovation 
for ‘rewarding farmers’ and pursuing agricultural 
administration focusing on farmers

(System) Laying foundation for improving policies 
for pursuing participatory agricultural administration 

and for facilitating innovative activities
(Value) Changing ‘policy value’ focusing on local agricultural 

administration into ‘people-centered’ agricultural administration

(Expansion) Establishing agriculture as one of the growth engines 
in Jeollabuk-do and constructing ‘Agriculture Life Hub’

(Rural community) Building innovation on building villages, promoting 
rural tourism and encouraging migration to rural communities

concentrate here
(Quadrant 2)

keep up the good work
(Quadrant 1)

low priority
(Quadrant 3)

possible overkill
(Quadrant 4)

* source : Hwang Young-mo (2014)
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Expanding budget on agriculture, securing financial 
resources for implementing innovative policies
• The ratio of budget for agriculture and rural communities among other local governments: 12.9% in 2013 (3rd) 
 13.5% in 2021 (1st) Budget for agriculture per household is the second largest nationwide
• Following the implementation of policies for the last 8 years, agricultural income, high-income farm houses, 
local food (sales), exports of agricultural food ranked 1st or 2nd place.

division
Gyeonggi-

do
Gangwon-

do
Chungcheong

buk-do
Chungcheong

nam-do
Jeolla
buk-do

Jeolla
nam-do

Gyeongsang
buk-do

Gyeongsang
nam-do Jeju-do

Budget for agriculture in 2013
(%, the total  budget in Jeollabuk-do)

3,658
(2.9)

2,646
(8.1)

2,907
(10.2)

5,932
(15.0)

5,657
(12.9)

7,227
(14.9)

6,441
(9.8)

4,690
(7.6)

3,268
(12.5)

Budget for agriculture in 2021
(%, the total  budget in Jeollabuk-do)

8,259
(3.3)

44,87
(7.6)

4,295
(8.3)

8,251
(11.4)

9,591
(13.5)

11,332
(12.3)

9,368
(10.0)

7,521
(8.0)

4,083
(8.3)

Increase rate of budget for 
agriculture (2013~2121) 125% 70% 48% 39% 70% 57% 45% 62% 25%

Budget per agricultural 
household in 2021 7,544 6,731 6,072 6,881 10,124 7,881 5,356 6,161 13,124

Playing a leading role in formulating policies, based on 
its own policy experiment for the first time in Korea
(1) ‘Sam-Lak’ Agricultural Administration Committee(Designated as Best Practice of innovation on agricultural administration), 
(2) Implementing low price guaranteeing of agricultural products for the first time in Korea,
(3) Providing public benefits to farmers and fishermen, (4) Operating the Comprehensive Supporting Center 

for agricultural and fishery villages for the first time in Korea, 
(5) Supporting for improving the quality of life of female farmers (etc.)

5. Major Performance of Agricultural Administration

* source : Hwang Young-mo (2021)

1,000 won)

(%)

(100 million won)

(100 million won)
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Enacting the municipal ordinance on food, 
preparing for policy experiment for civil participation
• As the Framework Act on Food (draft) has not been enacted, Jeollabuk-do Municipal Ordinance on Food specifies 
its implementation system. 
• Prescribing common responsibilities of administration agencies and educational offices, Committee on Food/
Officer in charge of formulating policies for food/supporting center for food/administrative cooperation/
space for civil participation

6. Expanding to Regional Food Policy Governance

National comprehensive 
strategy for food 

National Food Committee

Master Plan for Food Strategy 
in Jeollabuk-do

Food Support Center

Jeollabuk-do Food Committee

Officer in charge of 
formulating policies for food 

National 
citizen 

conference 
for food 

National 
Food 

Security 
Policy 

Meeting 
(ministries)

- National Food Support 
Center 

Strategy+Plan
Deliberation+Resolution

Collaboration and linkage 
between support centers

Responsible organization 
(Minister of special affairs)

the National 
Assembly

Jeollabuk-do 
Food Policy 

Meeting 
(department)

Citizen 
conference for 

food in 
Jeollabuk-do

(civil society organization)

Liking the comprehensive strategy to the Master Plan

-Collaboration with 
support centers

-Participation and operation 
of local representatives

협력

consultation
oordination

Food 
Integrated 

portal

Opinion, Support 

Provincial 
Council

Food 
Integrated 

portal

o
p

e
rate

Information sharing and operation 

[Preparing for the improvement proposals 

through Presidential advisory body]
[Preparing for the implementation of 

policy governance in Jeollabuk-do]

Policy 
experiment 

proposals

policy research (2020)

enactment of municipal ordinance 
(2021), Preparation (2022)

Strategy+Plan
Deliberation+Resolution

consultation
oordination

(civil society organization)

o
p

e
rate

Opinion, Support 

* source : Hwang Young-mo (2020)
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Success conditions for local food plan: Building governance and strengthening capabilities

• To succeed in implementing local food plan, civil actors should be the subject of the policies. Nurturing ‘food 
citizens’ is important for the private sector to be well aware of food issues, food systems, and food plan and to 
practice them with the sense of consciousness.

 Nurturing ‘food citizens’ for strengthening capabilities of local food plan

• Increasing communications among multiple stakeholders who are related to food chain, underscoring the 
facilitation of public-private cooperation or partnerships through coordination, compromise, and social consent

• Strengthening capabilities play an important role for exercising implementation capabilities based on the 
communication and cooperation within local communities

 Promoting governance on food and strengthening capabilities of civil societies’

* Food citizen: A concept of citizens who fully understand and 
practice the whole process of food system, such as understanding 
of food as common production of people and nature, production, 
manufacturing, distribution, consumption, waste and recycle of 
socially and environmentally sustainable food (Hwang Young-mo, 2020)

* Food literacy: Idea on proficiency in food-related skills and 
understanding. Understanding of basic nutrition information and 
how to cook, identifying whether food is produced in season and 
where the origin is, possessing reflective knowledge including 
attention to environmental impact, and respect to producers
(Kim Cheol-gyu, 2019)

Key 
concepts

Safe/Stable/Sustainable
Food production and
Reinforcement of 
production capacity

Active consumption
Presentation of Citizen's Opinion
Reinforcement of Citizen 
Competencies

productive 
engagement

civic 
engagement

Circular food system for circular factor

food system for social factor

Accessibility
nutrition 

management
safety 

management
distribution

Production processing distribution consumption disposal

Implementation of multidimensional + complex policies in the public domain
Inducing employee capacity building through regulation and promotion

public 
participation

for food system establishment
Establishment and reinforcement of food governance

Implementation of a sustainable food plan based on participation and cooperation

* source : Gil Chrong-sun (2019)

* source : Tak Nyoun-gyu(2021)
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Two Different Sight and View

Sight (yardstick for judgement)
View (representation of judgement)

Success is not always 
What You See
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